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Course: Movies and Films 

Prof. Luisa M. Morales-Molina 
 

Criteria #4: Presentations 

Presentation #_7:  Original Video Project 

Evaluative Criteria 

Name: _________________________________           Group: 9-1                            Date: _______________________2016 

Item Criterion 18-20 points 16-17 points 14-15 points 13 and below Score 
1 Synopsis 

Due by April 8th 
Includes all essential elements to 
make central idea clear. 
Grammar and vocabulary used 
are excellent: Errors are 
insignificant. 18-20 sentences in 
length. 

Includes most essential elements to 
make the central idea clear. 
Grammar and vocabulary used are 
good. Some errors are evident but 
do not detract from meaning. 16-17 
sentences in length.  

Includes some essential 
elements to make the central 
idea clear. Grammar and 
vocabulary used are adequate. 
Some errors are evident but do 
not detract from meaning.  
14-15 sentences in length. 

Includes few essential 
elements to make the central 
idea clear. Grammar and 
vocabulary used are 
inadequate.  
Less than 13 sentences in 
length. 

 

2  
Storyboard 
Due by April 8th 
 
 

Scenes in panel follow plot line of 
the synopsis. Sent on due date. 

Most scenes in panel follow plot 
line of the synopsis. One day past 
due date. 

A few scenes in panel follow plot 
line of the synopsis. Two days 
past due date. 

Only one or two scenes 
follow plot line of the 
synopsis. Three or more 
days past due date. 

 

3  
Video Trailer 
Due April 26th 
 
 

Is required length and includes 
dialogue or narration and some 
music. 

Is required length has some 
dialogue or narration and some 
music. 

Is required length has little 
dialogue or narration and no 
music. 

Is less than 2 minutes or 
exceeds 3 minutes in length. 
Very little narration or 
dialogue. No music. 

 

4  
Movie Poster 
Due by April 26th 
 
 

Includes title, tag line, all credits 
and is visually descriptive. 

Includes title, tag line, most credits 
and is somewhat visually 
descriptive. 

Includes title, tag line, some 
credits and is somewhat visually 
descriptive. 

Includes title, tag line, few 
credits and is somewhat 
visually descriptive. 

 

5  
Slideshow 
Due by April 28 
 
 
 

Includes visuals of the 
characters, setting, the 
storyboard, the trailer. Final slide 
includes the credits. 

 

Includes visuals of some of the 
characters, setting, the storyboard, 
the trailer. Final slide includes some 
credits. 

Includes visuals of only a few 
characters, setting, the 
storyboard, the trailer. Final slide 
lacks some credits. 

Includes visuals of only a few 
characters, setting, the 
storyboard, the trailer. Final 
slide lacks credits. 

 

  
Total points 

     
____/100 
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Additional instructions: (1) Student must be ready on due date. For every day late, 5 points will be deducted from the total points of the work. (2) Images/ video used must be appropriate for all 

viewers. Draft of slideshow must be submitted on or before April 28th.  Every student must be ready to present his or her project on Monday, May 2nd, 2016.  

Parts of the project: 

1. A synopsis of the movie (video).  A synopsis is a brief summary of the plot. It should consist of no more that 15 to 20 sentences (3 paragraphs in length). This will be 
submitted via Google Drive. It will not be in the slideshow (you will present it orally). Just like the trailer, the synopsis will not give away the ending! 

2. A storyboard consisting of at least 5 panels of the main scenes of the film. Only stick figures will be permitted (no cut outs from magazines or newspapers or other print 
media.) Artistic talent will not be taken into account for the point value, just the content and how it is transmitted. 

3. A 2 to 2/12 minute video (trailer). The video should include dialogue or narration and some music.  
4. A movie poster to promote your film. The poster may be handcrafted or prepared digitally. Either form must be on the slideshow.  
5. A slideshow of the project which will have visuals of the characters, setting, the storyboard, and the trailer. The slideshow may have between 7 to 12 slides depending 

on how the storyboard is inserted. The final slide will include the credits: sources of information, names of classmates or other persons who “acted” in the video, time, 
date, and setting. 


